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 .The class semigroup of a commutative integral domain R is the semigroup S R
of the isomorphism classes of the nonzero ideals of R with the operation induced
by multiplication. The aim of this paper is to characterize the Prufer domains RÈ
 .such that the semigroup S R is a Clifford semigroup, namely a disjoint union of
groups each one associated to an idempotent of the semigroup. We find a
connection between this problem and the following local invertibility property: an
ideal I of R is invertible if and only if every localization of I at a maximal ideal of
 .R is invertible. We consider the a property, introduced in 1967 for PruferÈ
domains R, stating that if D and D are two distinct sets of maximal ideals of R,1 2
 < 4  < 4then F R M g D / F R M g D . Let C be the class of Prufer domainsÈM 1 M 2
 .satisfying the separation property a or with the property that each localization at
a maximal ideal if finite-dimensional. We prove that, if R belongs to C, then the
local invertibility property holds on R if and only if every nonzero element of R is
contained only in a finite number of maximal ideals of R. Moreover if R belongs
 .to C , then S R is a Clifford semigroup if and only if every nonzero element of R
is contained only in a finite number of maximal ideals of R. Q 1996 Academic Press,
Inc.
INTRODUCTION
 .R will denote a commutative domain. Let F R be the set of nonzero
 .fractional ideals of R; F R is a commutative semigroup under multiplica-
 .tion and contains the group P R consisting of the principal ideals. The
 .  .  .factor semigroup S R s F R rP R is the commutative semigroup of
the isomorphism classes of nonzero integral ideals of R with the operation
 .induced by multiplication. We define S R to be the class semigroup of R.
 .S R contains as a subgroup the class group of R defined as the factor
 .  .  .group I R rP R , where I R denotes the set of the invertible fractional
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ideals of R. While the class group has been studied for various classes of
 .integral domains, the semigroup S R has not received as much attention:
w xit has been investigated by Salce and the author in 2 and by Zanardo and
w x w xZannier in 12 but only for particular classes of domains. In 2 the case of
a valuation domain R is considered and the structure of the semigroup
 .  .S R is completely determined: it is proved that S R is a Clifford
semigroup, namely a disjoint union of groups associated to the idempo-
tents of the semigroup.
w xIn 12 the class semigroup of some orders in algebraic number rings is
investigated; moreover it is pointed out that if R is an integrally closed
domain with Clifford class semigroup then R has to be a Prufer domain.È
w xThe aim of this paper is to solve the problem, raised in 2 , namely to
give a characterization of the class of the Prufer domains R for whichÈ
 .S R is a Clifford semigroup.
We recall that a commutative semigroup S is a Clifford semigroup if
 .every element a of S is regular von Neumann regular , namely if
a s a2 x for some element x g S .
 .In Section 1 we observe that S R is a Clifford semigroup if and only if
2 2 .I s I I : I for every ideal I of R.
In Section 2 we characterize the prime ideals P of the Prufer domain RÈ
 .such that P, the isomorphism class of P, is a regular element of S R :
they are either idempotent or maximal and invertible as ideals over their
endomorphism ring P : P.
The regularity of the elements P for every prime ideal P of R is not
 .enough to guarantee that S R is a Clifford semigroup as is shown by an
 .example see Example B after Proposition 2.7 . We give some necessary
conditions satisfied by an ideal I of R such that its isomorphism class I is
 .a regular element of S R and we prove that a sufficient condition on a
 .Prufer R, in order for S R to be a Clifford semigroup, is that everyÈ
nonzero element is contained only in a finite number of maximal ideals.
In Section 3 we investigate the structure of the idempotent associated to
 .a regular element of S R ; this helps in characterizing the ideals I of R
 .such that I is regular and allows us to prove that if S R is a Clifford
semigroup, then R is such that the invertibility is a local property, namely
 .R satisfies the following property which we denote by ) :
 .) An ideal I of R is invertible if and only if every localization IRM
of I at a maximal ideal M of R is invertible.
 .In Section 4 we study the class of Prufer domains satisfying property * :.È
 .Clearly a Prufer domain has property * if and only if every ideal that isÈ
locally invertible at each maximal ideal is finitely generated.
A Prufer domain such that every nonzero element is contained only in aÈ
 .finite number of maximal ideals satisfies property * . We prove that this
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condition is also necessary if R is such that R is finite-dimensional forM
 . w xeach maximal ideal M or if R satisfies the a property defined in 9, 10
 .as follows: the Prufer domain R satisfies the a property if and only if forÈ
every two distinct sets D and D consisting of maximal ideals of R,1 2
 < 4  < 4 w x  .F R M g D / F R M g D . In 10 it is shown that the a prop-M 1 M 2
erty holds if and only if, for every maximal ideal M, there exists a finitely
generated ideal I contained in M but not contained in any maximal ideal
different from M.
 .We do not have an example of a Prufer domain satisfying property *È
 .and not satisfying a , but we prove that if such an R exists then it must
have infinitely many maximal ideal M 's such that M s D P where Pi i
denotes the largest prime ideal contained in M l M for every maximali
ideal M distinct from M. Moreover we prove that a Prufer domainÈi
 .satisfying property * has the following separation property:
If P is a prime ideal and P n Q, there exists a finitely generated ideal
I such that P n I : Q.
We end Section 4 with the following conjecture:
 .Conjecture. A Prufer domain satisfies property * if and only if everyÈ
nonzero element is contained only in a finite number of maximal ideals.
By the results proved in Section 4 we are able to characterize the PruferÈ
domains R with Clifford class semigroup in case R satisfies one of the
following conditions:
 .1 R is finite-dimensional for each maximal ideal M of R.M
 .  .2 R has property a .
In any of the preceding cases R has Clifford class semigroup if and only if
every nonzero element of R is contained only in a finite number of
maximal ideals of R.
Notice that this characterization would be valid in the general case if the
above conjecture were proved true.
1. PRELIMINARIES
1.1 Commutati¨ e Semigroups. Let S be a commutative semigroup with
 .1. Consider the set I S of the idempotent elements of S ,
 2 4I S s e g S : e s e . .
 . 2An element a in S is said to be regular ¨on Newmann regular if a s a x
for some element x g S .
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 .Let R S be the subsemigroup of the regular elements of S . Then
 .  .R S is a disjoint union of groups. In fact, for every idempotent e g I S ,
 .let G be the largest subgroup of R S containing e, namelye
<G s ae abe s e for some b g R S . 4 .e
 .  4Then R S is the disjoint union of the family G .e eg I  S .
 .Hence, if a g R S there exists a unique idempotent e such that
a g G . We say that e is the idempotent associated to a e s ax, wheree
2 .a s a x .
Note that G is the subgroup of the invertible elements of S . If e, f are1
 .in I S and ef s e, then the multiplication by e induces a group homo-
morphism: f f: G ª G called the bonding homomorphism between Ge f e f
and G .e
DEFINITION 1. A commutative semigroup S is a Clifford semigroup if
 .and only if S s R S .
 .1.2. Regular Elements of S R for a Commutati¨ e Domain R. Let R be a
commutative integral domain.
 .Denote by S R the class semigroup of R consisting of the isomor-
phism classes of nonzero fractional ideals of R.
If I is an ideal of R, denote by I its isomorphism class. Then
 4S R s I N 0 - I F R .
and I s J, for ideals I and J of R if and only if I s qJ for some element
 .q g Q. I is a regular element of S R if and only if there exists a
fractional ideal X of R such that I s I 2 X.
 .We start with some properties of the regular elements of S R .
2 2 .  .LEMMA 1.1. I is a regular element of S R if and only if I I: I s I.
2 .Proof. Assume I is a regular element of S R . Then I X s I for
2 2 2 2 .some fractional ideal X of R. Hence X : I : I and I s I X : I I : I
2 2 . 2: I implies I s I I : I . The converse is clear since I : I is a fractional
ideal of R.
LEMMA 1.2. Let I be an ideal of R. If I is in¨ertible or isomorphic to I 2,
 .then I is a regular element of S R .
 . 2 .Proof. If I is invertible, then I R : I s R; hence I R : I s I. If
2 2 y1 . 2 2 . y1 2I s qI for some q g Q, then I : I s q I : I ; hence I I : I s q I
s I.
The overring I : I will be denoted by D; I is clearly a D ideal.
LEMMA 1.3. In the abo¨e notations, if I is in¨ertible as a D ideal then I is
 .a regular element of S R .
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2  .Proof. We have I : I s D : I. If I is invertible over D, then I D : I s
2 2 .D. Hence I I : I s ID s I and we conclude by Lemma 1.1.
1.3 Notations. R denotes a commutative Prufer domain and Q itsÈ
quotient field.
An overring of R is a ring between R and Q.
If A and B are R-submodules of Q, A : B is defined as follows:
Q
< 4A : B s q g Q qB : A .
Q
We will often omit the subscript Q in case no ambiguity arises.
For every nonzero ideal I of R we consider the following objects:
the fractional ideal R: I s Iy1 ;R
 .the overring I : I, canonically isomorphic to End I ;
and the Nagata transform:
T I s R : I n . .  .DR
ngN
 .  .Max R and Spec R denote, respectively, the sets of the maximal and of
 .  .the prime ideals of R, while M R, I is the subset of Max R consisting of
the maximal ideals of R containing I.
w xIn 5 , an explicit representation of I : I as the intersection of localiza-
tions of R is given, namely it is proved that
a I : I s R l R , . F FGM . M /  /
 .  .MgM R , I MfM R , I
 .  .where, for every M g M R, I , G M denotes the unique prime ideal of R
 .such that G M R is the set of zero divisors of R rIR .M M M
 .  .aRemark 1. G M R coincides with the prime ideal IR associatedM M
w xto IR , defined in 6 as follows: for every ideal J of a valuation domain VM
a < 4J s r g V rJ n J .
w xIn 1 it is also noticed that, for every ideal J
J a s ry1 JD
rgV_J
and
J s JR a .J
Hence
aG M R s IR .  .M M
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and
IR s IR .M GM .
 <  . 4   ..The overring F R M g Max R , M W I of R appearing in Eq. a ,M
 .will be noted by C I .
 .2. REGULAR ELEMENTS OF S R
ÈFOR A PRUFER DOMAIN R
We are interested in characterizing the domains R for which the
 .semigroup S R is a Clifford semigroup. As mentioned in the Introduc-
w x  .tion, in 12 it is proved that if R is an integrally closed domain, then S R
is a Clifford semigroup if and only if R is a Prufer domain.È
Hence from now on we will assume that R is a Prufer domain.È
We will frequently use the equivalent condition that R is a valuationM
 .domain for every maximal ideal M g Max R and also the fact that the
prime ideals of R contained in a fixed maximal ideal M are linearly
ordered by inclusion. D s I : I will denote the Prufer overring of R givenÈ
 .  2 .  .by Eq. a . Let L s I I : I s I D : I . Then L is a D ideal and clearly
IL : I.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let I be an ideal of R and assume I is a regular element
 .  .of S R . Then the idempotent associated to I is L, where L s I D : I
satisfies the following properties:
 .1 L is an idempotent ideal of D and IL s I.
 .2 D s I : I s L : L s D : L.
 .  .Proof. 1 By Lemma 1.1, the idempotent of S R associated to I is
 .  .I D : I see Section 1.1 . Clearly L s I D : I is an idempotent ideal of .
 .D and IL s I, proving 1 .
 .2 Since L is idempotent, it is also a radical ideal of D, as noticed
w x  .in 7, Sect. 23 . Now D s I : I s I : IL and I : IL s I : I : L s D : L.
w xHence D : L is a ring and thus, by 11, Prop. 3.9 , D : L s L : L.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let I be an ideal of R and assume I is regular. The
following hold.
 . 21 If D : I is a ring, then D : I s D s R : I and I s I .
 . 2  .  .2 If I n I, then D n D : I n T I s T I .D R
 . y1Proof. 1 Denote D : I by I ; if that is a ring, then by Proposition 2.2D
w x y1 y1of 11 , D : I s II : II s L : L and by the preceding proposition L : LD D
s D. D : I s D s I : I clearly implies R : I s D. Moreover, since I is
 . 2 2 2regular, I s D : I I s DI s I , hence we conclude.
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 . 2  .2 If I n I, then by 1 , D : I cannot be a ring, hence D n D : I. By
 .  .the same observation D n T I , since D is clearly contained in T I .D D
 .  . n nq1 nq1Now, obviously T I : T I and D : I s I : I : R : I yieldsR D
 .  .T I : T I .D R
We list here some known facts about prime ideals in a Prufer domain.È
w xFact 1 11, Corollary 3.4 . If M is a maximal ideal of R, then M is
invertible or R : M s M : M s R.
w xFact 2 11; 3, Lemma 3.0 . If P is a nonmaximal prime ideal of R,
 <  . 4then R : P s P : P s R l R M g Max R , M W P and P is a primeP M
ideal of P : P.
w x  . Fact 3 3, Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.2 . P : P n T P the NagataR
.transform of P if and only if P is a maximal invertible ideal of P : P.
We now give a characterization of the prime ideals P of R such that P
 .is a regular element of S R . Another characterization will be given in the
sequel. Notice that, by Lemma 1.2, it is enough to assume P n P 2.
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let P be a nonidempotent prime ideal of R. These are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 P is regular in S R .
 .2 P is a maximal in¨ertible ideal of P : P.
 .  .3 P : P n T P .R
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Assume first that P is a maximal ideal of R; we prove
that P is invertible. Suppose the contrary, then by Fact 1 we have
2  . 2 2 . 2P : P s P : P : P s R : P s P : P s R. Hence P P : P s P n P
contradicting the regularity of P. Now let P be a nonmaximal prime ideal
of R and consider D s P : P. We first prove that P is a maximal ideal of
2 2 .D. Assume the contrary, then by Fact 2 D : P s D, hence P P : P s
2 . 2P D : P s P n P, a contradiction. It remains to show that P is invert-
ible over D; if not, then by Fact 1 D : P s P : P s D and we can argue as
before to get a contradiction.
 .  .2 « 1 . Follows by Lemma 1.2.
 .  .2 « 3 . This is Fact 3.
COROLLARY 2.4. If M is a maximal ideal of R, then M is regular if and
only if M is either idempotent or finitely generated.
Proof. Clear by Proposition 2.3 and Fact. 1.
EXAMPLE A. Let R be the ring of entire functions. Then every free
maximal ideal of R is neither idempotent nor finitely generated. Hence by
Corollary 2.4, the class semigroup of R is not Clifford.
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 .We want now to characterize the regular elements I of S R for an
arbitrary ideal I of R. Without loss of generality, we may assume I is not
an idempotent ideal.
w x  .With the same arguments used in 5 to prove Eq. a , we obtain the
representation of I : I 2,
b I : I 2 s IR : I 2R l C I , .  . .F GM . GM .
 .MgM R , I
 .  .where C I s F R and G M denotes the unique prime idealM f M R , I . M
 .  .aof R such that G M R s IR .M M
 .aWe remark that, if P is a prime ideal, then PR s PR s PR forM M P
 .every M g M R, P and thus:
c P : P 2 s PR : P 2R l C P . .  . .P P
The following two lemmas are easy generalizations of similar results
w xproved in 7 for ideals of a Prufer domain. The first one holds over anÈ
arbitrary domain.
LEMMA 2.5. Let A be an R submodule of Q. Then A s F AR .M g MaxR. M
 . w xProof. The proof goes exactly as the proof of Theorem 4.10 3 in 7 .
LEMMA 2.6. Assume A and B are R submodules of Q and I is an ideal of
 .R. Then A l B I s AI l BI.
Proof. In view of the preceding lemma, the proof is the same as the
 . w xproof of Theorem 25.2 c in 7 .
We may now improve Proposition 2.3 by adding new equivalent condi-
tions.
PROPOSITION 2.7. Let P be a nonidempotent prime ideal of R. These are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 P is regular in S R .
 .2 R W F R , where M is a maximal ideal of R.P M W P M
 .3 There exists a finitely generated ideal I contained in P such that any
maximal ideal of R containing I contains P.
2 2 . 2  2 .Proof. We first notice that P PR : P R s P R PR : P R . ButP P P P P
w x  .R is a valuation domain and thus, as proved in 2 , S R is a CliffordP P
2  2 .semigroup; hence P R PR : P R s PR by Lemma 1.1.P P P P
 .  . 2 2 .  .1 « 2 . By hypothesis P P : P s P; hence by Eq. c and Lemma
2 2 . 2  .2.6, P PR : P R l P C P s P.P P
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 .By way of contradiction assume that R = C P . By Fact 2, we wouldP
 .  .  .  .get P : P s R l C P s C P ; but P P : P s P, and hence P C P sP
P. Now, as proved above, we obtain P s PR l P 2; hence P s P 2, aP
contradiction.
 .  . w x  .  .  .2 « 1 . By Theorem 26.1 7 , C P ­ R implies P C P s C P ;P
2 2 . 2  .  .thus P P : P s PR l P C P s PR l C P which is P by LemmaP P
2.5.
 .  . w x2 m 3 . Is Proposition 1.4 in 10 .
One could ask whether the regularity of P for every prime ideal P of R
implies that the class semigroup of R is a Clifford semigroup. The answer
is negative as the following example shows.
ww xxEXAMPLE B. Let R s Z q XQ X where Z is the ring of integers and
Q the field of rationals. The maximal ideals of R are principal and the
ww xxonly nonmaximal prime ideal is P s XQ X which is isomorphic to its
square; hence P is regular. But the class semigroup of R is not Clifford. In
 4fact let I be the ideal generated by the set Xrp where p is a prime of Z;p
2 2 2 2ww xx  . ww xxthen I : I s Q X and thus I I : I s X Q X n I showing that I
 .is not a regular element of S R .
The next statement simplifies the characterization of regular elements in
 .S R .
LEMMA 2.8. Let I be a nonidempotent ideal of R. The following are
equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 I is a regular element of S R .
 . 2 2 .  . 22 IR : I I : I R for e¨ery ideal M g M R, I such that I RM M M
n IR .M
Proof. By Lemmas 1.1 and 2.5, I is regular if and only if IR sM
2 2 . 2 2 .  .I I : I R or equivalently IR : I I : I R for every M g Max R .M M M
If M W I then IR s R and thus the above inclusion is verified sinceM M
I : I 2 = R.
If M = I, but I 2R s IR , then again the inclusion follows. ThusM M
 .  .1 m 2 is clear.
We need a technical lemma on valuation domains.
LEMMA 2.9. Let V be a ¨aluation domain, J an archimedean ideal of V
such that J 2 n J, and let P be a prime ideal of V not maximal. Then J 2V = JP
if and only if J q P.
Proof. Recall that J is archimedean if J a s M where M is the
maximal ideal of V; hence J cannot be equal to P. If J q P then
JV s V and hence J 2V s V = J.P P P P
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Conversely, assume J 2V = J with J n P; since J a q P, there existsP
r g V _ J such that ry1 J q P. Hence J n P n ry1 J and rJ n rP n J. Now,
r has to be an element of P otherwise rP s P and we would get P n J.
 y1 . 2 2 2Thus JV s r r JV s rV . Hence J V s r V and by hypothesis r VP P P P P P
W J; thus r 2V W JV s rV which can be possible only if r f P, contra-P P P
diction.
Consider an ideal I of R with I 2 n I; recalling the representation of
2  .I : I given by Eq. b we can state the following lemma which is, in some
sense, a generalization of Proposition 2.7.
LEMMA 2.10. Let I be a nonidempotent ideal of R such that I is regular in
 . 2S R . If I R n IR for a maximal ideal M, then:M M
 .  .1 C I ­ R .GM .
 .  .2 C I R s R for a prime ideal P of R such that I ­ P.GM . P
 . 2  .Proof. 1 We first claim that IR : I C I R . As recalled inGM . GM .
2 2  .Remark 1, IR s IR ; hence I R n IR . Now I : I : C IM GM . GM . GM .
2 2 . 2  .and I s I I : I implies I : I C I and thus the claim follows. If it
 .  .were C I : R , then clearly C I R s R and thus we wouldGM . GM . GM .
have IR : I 2R , a contradiction,GM . GM .
 .  .  .2 By part 1 , C I R is a proper overring of the valuationGM .
domain R ; hence it is of the form R for a prime ideal P properlyGM . P
 . 2  . 2contained in G M . Thus I C I R s I R and by the claim provedGM . P
 . 2  .in part 1 , I R = IR localizing at P . Lemma 2.9, applied to theP P
valuation domain R , yields IR q PR ; hence IR s R whichGM . GM . GM . P P
means I ­ P.
PROPOSITION 2.11. Let I be as in the preceding lemma. Assume I 2R nM
 .  .IR for e¨ery maximal ideal M containing I. Then C I I s C I .M
 .Proof. Let N be a maximal ideal of R such that N W I. Then C I IRN
 .  .  .s C I R . Let M = I. Then C I IR s C I IR s IR s R for aN M GM . P P
 .  .prime ideal of P as in Lemma 2.10. Thus C I IR s C I R forGM . M
 .  .every maximal ideal M of R; hence by Lemma 2.5, C I I s C I .
In case the ideal I is contained only in a finite number of maximal
ideals, then the necessary condition for the regularity of I expressed in
Lemma 2.10 is also sufficient.
PROPOSITION 2.12. Let I be a nonidempotent ideal of R contained only in
a finite number of maximal ideals. Then these are equi¨ alent:
 .  .1 I is regular in S R .
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 . 2  .2 If M is a maximal ideal such that I R n IR , then C I RM M GM .
s R , where P is a prime ideal of R and I ­ P.P
 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . By Lemma 2.10.
 .  .  42 « 1 . Let M be the finite set consisting of the maximalj jg F
2  2 .  .ideals of R containing I. Then I : I s F IR : I R l C I .jg F M Mj j
Let M , i g F, be such that I 2R n IR .i M Mi i2  2 .  2  2 . .By Lemma 2.6, I I : I R s F I IR : I R R lM j g F M M Mi j j i2  .I C I R . We prove now that the two terms in the above intersectionMi
both contain IR and thus we conclude by Lemma 2.8.Mi2  . 2  . 2I C I R s I C I R s I R s R , by hypothesis; henceM G M . P Pi i2  .I C I R = IR s IR . Let j g F . Then we haveM G  M . Mi i i2 2 . 2  2 .I IR : I R R s I R IR : I R R ; the last term coincidesM M M M M M Mj j i j j j i
with IR R = IR since R is a valuation domain and thus IR is aM M M M Mj i i j j
 .regular element of S R .M j
 .Before proving a sufficient condition on R in order for S R to be a
Clifford semigroup, we prove a simple lemma.
LEMMA 2.13. Let R be a commutati¨ e domain such that e¨ery nonzero
element is contained only in a finite number of maximal ideals. Then, e¨ery
 .  .ideal I of R contains a finitely generated ideal J, such that M R, I s M R, J
 4Proof. Let M , . . . , M be the set of the maximal ideals containing I.1 n
Let 0 / x g I. Then x is contained in a finite number of maximal ideals,
 4say M , . . . , M , M , . . . , M . For every j s 1, . . . , k let y g I _1 n nq1 nqk j
 .M . Then J s x, y , . . . , y is clearly the wanted ideal.nq j 1 k
THEOREM 2.14. Let R be a Prufer domain such that e¨ery nonzeroÈ
 .element is contained only in a finite number of maximal ideals. Then S R is
a Clifford semigroup.
Proof. Let I be an ideal of R. To prove that I is a regular element of
 .S R , we apply Proposition 2.12; hence consider a maximal ideal M = I
with IR s IR q I 2R and let J be a finitely generated idealM GM . GM .
 .  .contained in I with M R, J s M R, I . J is invertible, thus J is regular
2  .aand clearly JR is principal over R ; hence JR q J R and JR sM M M M M
 .MR . By Proposition 2.12, C J R s R for a prime ideal P W J. ThusM M P
 .   . .C I R s C J R R s R R for P W I. Now we must haveGM . M GM . P GM .
 .  .  .P n G M since P and G M are primes contained in M and I : G M .
 .Thus C I R s R with P W I.GM . P
COROLLARY 2.15. Let R be a Prufer domain with a finite number ofÈ
 .maximal ideals. Then S R is a Clifford semigroup.
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3. THE IDEMPOTENT ASSOCIATED TO A REGULAR
 .ELEMENT OF S R
R will still denote a Prufer domain. For every ideal I of R, D s I : I isÈ
 .described by Eq. a , namely
D s R l C I . .F GM . /
 .MgM R , I
2 .  .  .If I is a regular element of S R and L s I I : I s I D : I , then L is
 .the idempotent associated to I see 2.1 .
In order to characterize the ideals I such that I is regular, we investi-
gate the properties of the D-ideal L.
 .LEMMA 3.1. Let I be a nonidempotent ideal of R and L s I D : I . The
following hold:
 .  .1 If N f M R, I , then LR s R .N N
 .  .2 If M g M R, I then LR s LR : R .M GM . GM .
 .  .  .Proof. 1 LR s IR D : I R s R D : I and thus LR = R ,N N N N N N
 .since D : I = R; on the other hand LR : DR s R , by Eq. a .N N N
 .  .2 Let M = I; recalling that IR s IR see Remark 1 we have:M GM .
 .  .LR s IR D : I R s IR D : I R , but since R R s RM M M GM . M M GM . GM .
 .we obtain LR s IR D : I R s LR . Now L : D impliesM GM . GM . GM .
LR : DR which is clearly R since D : R .GM . GM . GM . GM .
 .We find it convenient to split the set M R, I into three parts, namely:
<M s M g M R , I IR principal over R ; . 41 M GM .
< 2M s M g M R , I IR q I R , IR not principal over R ; . 42 M M M GM .
< 2M s M M = I , IR s I R . 43 M M
 .Remark 2. Recall that for every M g M R, I , IR is anGM .
archimedean ideal of R .GM .
w x  .If M g M , then by Lemma 4.8 in 6 , IR G M R s IR ; if2 GM . GM . GM .
w x 2M g M , then, by Theorem 17.1 in 7 , IR s I R implies that IR is a3 M M M
 .prime ideal of R , and hence IR s G M RM M GM .
We can also consider:
A s IR : I 2R , where i s 1, 2, 3. .Fi GM . GM .
MgMi
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Remark 3. Notice that A s F R and3 M g M GM .3
3
2I : I s A l C I . .F i
is1
 .LEMMA 3.2. Let I, L be as in Lemma 3.1 and assume M g M R, I .
Then:
 .1 If LR s R , then IR is principal o¨er R .GM . GM . GM . GM .
 .  .2 If M g M , then LR s G M R .3 GM . GM .
 .  .3 If I is a regular element of S R and M g M , then LR s R .1 M GM .
 .  .4 If I is a regular element of S R and M g M , then LR s2 M
 .LR s G M R .GM . GM .
 .Proof. 1 Let M = I be such that LR s R . Write D s RGM . GM . GM .
 <  . 4  .l D where D s F R M9 g M R, I , M9 / M l C I . Then1 1 GM 9.
 .  .D : I s R : IR l D : I ; th u s L R sG  M . G  M . 1 G  M .
 .  . w xIR R : IR l IR D : I . Now, by Lemma 1 in 2 ,GM . GM . GM . GM . 1
 .  .IR R : IR is either R or G M R according to IGM . GM . GM . GM . GM .
principal or not over R . If IR were not principal over R weGM . GM . GM .
 .  .would get R s LR s G M R l IR D : I :G  M . G  M . G  M . G  M . 1
 .G M R , a contradiction.GM .
 .2 If M g M , then by the Remark 2 we obtain LR s3 GM .
 .  .  .  .IR D : I R s G M R D : I . Hence LR = G M R ,GM . GM . GM . GM . GM .
 .  .but LR cannot be R by part 1 and thus LR s G M R .GM . GM . GM . GM .
 .3 Notice that the hypothesis I regular implies IR LR sGM . GM .
 .IR for every M g M R, I . Now if M g M , then IR s aRGM . 1 GM . GM .
for an element a g M; hence aLR s aR implies LR s R .GM . GM . GM . GM .
 .4 Let M g M . IR LR s IR implies LR =2 GM . GM . GM . GM .
 .  .  .aG M R . In fact, G M R s IR and if it were LR nGM . GM . GM . GM .
 .G M R we would get IR LR n IR by the definition ofGM . GM . GM . GM .
the prime associated to an ideal in a valuation domain. But LRGM .
 .cannot be R , by part 1 of this lemma; hence we conclude LR sGM . GM .
 .G M R .GM .
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let I be a nonidempotent ideal of R. These are equi¨ a-
lent:
 .1 I is in¨ertible o¨er D s I : I.
 .  .2 I is regular in S R and IR is principal o¨er R for e¨eryM GM .
 .M g M R, I .
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 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . I is regular by Lemma 1.3. For every maximal ideal
 . w x  .M = I, D : R , by Eq. a ; hence by Theorem 26.1 in 7 , G M D is aGM .
proper prime ideal of D and D s R . Moreover I is finitelyGM .D GM .
generated over D, and thus ID is principal over D s RGM .D GM .D GM .
and IR s IR .GM . M
 .  .  .2 « 1 . We prove that L s I D : I is equal to D. Let N W I. Then
 .by Lemma 3.1 1 , LR s R ; if M = I, then by hypothesis M belongs toN N
 .M ; hence by Lemma 3.2 3 , LR s R . Thus, by Lemma 2.5, L s1 M GM .
F R l F R s D.M = I GM . N W I N
 .COROLLARY 3.4. If I is a regular element of S R and IR is principalM
 .o¨er R for e¨ery maximal ideal M g Max R , then I is a finitely generatedM
ideal of R.
 .Proof. In these hypothesis I : I s R, by Eq. a . Hence the conclusion
follows by Proposition 3.3.
We end this section by giving two characterizations of the regular
 .elements I of S R , one in terms of the idempotent associated to I; the
other based on properties of the ideal I.
PROPOSITION 3.5. Let I be a nonidempotent ideal of R. I is a regular
 .element of S R if and only if the following conditions hold.
 .1 For e¨ery M g M , LR s R .1 M GM .
 .  .2 For e¨ery M g M j M , LR s G M R .2 3 M GM .
 .  .Hence L s F R l F G M R l C I .M g M GM . M g M j M GM .1 2 3
Proof. The necessity is given by Lemma 3.2.
 .  .For the sufficiency notice that 1 and 2 imply ILR s IR for everyM M
 .  .M = I by the Remark 2 . If N W I, then by Lemma 3.1 1 , ILR s IR sN N
 .R . Hence by Lemma 2.5 IL s I and thus I is a regular element of S R .N
The last statement is clear.
In the notations introduced above we have:
PROPOSITION 3.6. Let I be a nonidempotent ideal of R. I is a regular
 .  . 2element of S R if and only if for e¨ery M g M R, I with IR q I R theM M
following hold:
 . 21 I A R = IR for i s 1, 2, 3.i M M
 .  .2 C I R s R for a prime ideal P W I.GM . P
 .Proof. Assume I is regular. Then 1 follows by Lemma 2.8 and
 .Remark 3; 2 follows by Lemma 2.10.
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 .  .Assume now that 1 and 2 hold. To prove that I is regular we apply
2 2  .Lemma 2.8. Let M = I with I R n IR . Then I C I R sM M M
2  .  .  .I C I R s R by 2 ; hence the conclusion follows by 1 and Re-GM . P
mark 3.
 .4. DOMAINS SATISFYING PROPERTY )
 .We say that a commutative domain R satisfies property * if the
following holds:
 .* An ideal I of R is invertible if and only if every localization IRM
at a maximal ideal M is invertible.
 .For a Prufer domain R property * is equivalent to:È
 .* An ideal I of R is finitely generated if and only if every localiza-
tion IR at a maximal ideal M is principal.M
Clearly the above condition can be equivalently formulated for fractional
ideals of R.
Notice that an almost Dedekind domain not Dedekind does not satisfy
 .property * .
 .In view of Corollary 3.4, the class of the Prufer domains such that S RÈ
is a Clifford semigroup is contained in the class of Prufer domains withÈ
 .property * .
In this section we will consider the Prufer domains satisfying propertyÈ
 .* .
Remark 4. Let M and N be two distinct maximal ideals of the PruferÈ
domain R. Then the set of the prime ideals contained in M l N is a chain
whose union P is the largest prime ideal contained in M l N; this P will
be denoted by M n N. Moreover R R s R .M N P
 .Denote by T the subset of Max R consisting of the maximal ideals M
 <  . 4such that R W F R M g Max R , M / M .M M i ii
 .The class of Prufer domains such that T s Max R has been studied inÈ
w x  .8]10 . The Prufer domains in this class are said to satisfy property a . InÈ
w xparticular, in Proposition 1.4 10 , it is proved that M g T if and only if
there exists a finitely generated ideal I of R such that the only maximal
ideal containing I is M.
 .LEMMA 4.1. Let R be a Prufer domain satisfying property * and let M beÈ
a maximal ideal of R. The following are equi¨ alent:
 .  <  . 41 R W F R M g Max R , M / M .M ig I M i ii
 .2 M q F P where P is the largest prime contained in M l Mig I i i i
 .for e¨ery M g Max R , M / M.i i
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 .  .Proof. 1 « 2 . Let I be a finitely generated ideal contained in M
but not contained in any other maximal ideal M . Then, by Theorem 4.10i
w xin 7 , I s IR l R; IR is principal and thus it coincides with aR forM M M
 .an element a g M. Now for every M g Max R , M / M, we have: IRi i Mi
s R s aR R l R s aR l R ; hence aR = R . We claim thatM M M M P M P Mi i i i i i i
a f P for every i. In fact, R is a valuation domain and thus, if a g P ,i M ii
then aR : P R s P R where the last equality holds by Remark 1.P i P i Mi i i
Thus a f D P .i i
 .  .2 « 1 . Choose an element a g MrD P and let I s aR l R.i i M
Localizing I at M we obtain IR s aR l R s R l R s R ;i M P M P M Mi i i i i i
hence the only maximal ideal containing I is M. Clearly IR s aR andM M
 .since R satisfies property * we conclude that I is a finitely generated
ideal of R.
The next proposition is crucial in determining a wide class of PruferÈ
 .domains satisfying * .
 .PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R be a Prufer domain satisfying * . Then e¨eryÈ
nonzero element of R is contained only in a finite number of maximal ideals
belonging to T.
 .  . Proof. Let 0 / x g F M , M g Max R and let T x s a ga g n a a
< 4L M g T .a
 .  .We must prove that T x is finite. For every a g T x , choose a finitely
generated ideal A such that A : M but A not contained in any othera a a a
maximal ideal of R different from M . Without loss of generality we maya
assume x g A . Consider the fractional ideal Ay1 s R : A and let B sa a a
 Ay1. Now xB is contained in R, since x g A and thus xAy1 : Ra g T  x . a a a
 .for every a g T x . Hence B is a fractional ideal of R and we claim that it
is finitely generated. To show this we prove that every localization of B at
 .a maximal ideal is principal; hence the claim follows by property * .
Let M be an arbitrary maximal ideal of R. Then BR sM
y1  . A R . Now, A is finitely generated for every a g T x , anda g T  x . a M a
hence we have: Ay1R s R : A R and A R is R unless M s Ma M M a M a M M a
in which case A RM is principal. Hence, BR is either R or, ifa a M M




B s A . a i
is1
 4  .  .  .y1for a finite subset a , . . . , a of T x . Now, for every a g T x , A1 n a
: B and thus we have
n
y1B s A : A : MF a a ai
is1
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 .  .since the A 's and B are finitely generated . But if a g T x , a / a fora i
y1 n  .  .every i s 1, . . . , n, then B R s F A , R s R ; hence T x sM is1 a M Ma i a a
 4M , . . . , M .a a1 n
THEOREM 4.3. Let R be a Prufer domain satisfying one of the followingÈ
two conditions:
 .1 R is finite-dimensional for each maximal ideal M of R.M
 .  .2 R has property a .
 .Then R satisfies property * if and only if e¨ery nonzero element of R is
contained only in a finite number of maximal ideals.
w xProof. The sufficient condition follows by Lemma 37.3 in 7 .
We prove now the necessary condition for a Prufer domain satisfyingÈ
 .1 . Let M be a maximal ideal of R; M has finite dimension and thus
M q F P where P is M n M for every M / M . Hence, by Lemmaig I i i i i
4.1, M g T and thus the conclusion follows by Proposition 4.2.
 .If R has property a then the conclusion follows by Proposition 4.2.
 .Remark 5. Condition 1 Theorem 4.3 replaces the condition ``R has
finite dimension'' which appeared in the first version of the paper. We
thank the referee for pointing out that our proof applies to the larger class
of Prufer domains with finite-dimensional localizations at maximal ideals.È
We will show, by the next example, that the class of Prufer domainsÈ
 .satisfying condition 1 is strictly larger than the class of finite-dimensional
Prufer domains.È
EXAMPLE C. We give an example of an infinite-dimensional Bezout
domain R such that every localization of R at a maximal ideal is finite-
w xdimensional. In view of Theorem 18.6 and Proposition 19.11 in 7 it
suffices to construct a lattice ordered abelian group G such that G admits
totally ordered factor groups of any finite rank, but it does not admit
totally ordered factor groups of infinite rank.
For every n g N, let T be the direct sum of n copies of the group ofn
integers with the lexicographic order and define G s [ T as thenng N
weak cardinal sum of the totally ordered groups T the order is definedn
.componentwise . For every n g N, T is an ordered factor group of G ofn
rank n. If H is a subgroup of G such that GrH is totally ordered, then H
must be a convex sublattice of G with the property that, for each element
g g G either gq or gy belongs to H. With these observations it is not
hard to prove that, if GrH is totally ordered, there exists an index n g N0
such that H contains the subgroup [ T ; hence GrH is isomorphic tonn/ n0
a subgroup of T .n0
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 .We do not have an example of a Prufer domain satisfying property *È
 .and not satisfying a , but if there is one then it must satisfy the following
condition.
 .  .PROPOSITION 4.4. Let R be a Prufer domain satisfying * but not a .È
 .Then the set Max R _ T is infinite.
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal of R such that M f T. Then, by
Lemma 4.1, M s D P where P is the maximum prime contained inig I i i
 < 4M l M . Notice that the set P i g I forms a chain of prime idealsi i
contained in M and, since they are all properly contained in M, we can
find an infinite cardinal number k contained in the index set I such that
for every m - n - k , 0 / P n P .m n
Now fix m and choose 0 / x g P . Then, for every n G m , x belongs0 m 00
to all the maximal ideals M such that M n M s P . By Proposition 4.2,n n n
only a finite number of these M belong to T. Hence there exists an indexn
n g k such that M f T for every n G n , n g k .0 n 0
w xRemark 6. Example 3 in 9 is an example of a Prufer domain R withÈ
2/ 0 maximal ideals such that every maximal ideal M is the countable
union of all the prime ideals M n M where M is a maximal ideal of Ri i
distinct from M. But it is possible to find a nonfinitely generated ideal I of
R such that every localization of I at maximal ideals of R is principal, and
 .hence R does not satisfy property * .
We state now the following conjecture:
 .Conjecture. A Prufer domain satisfies property * if and only if everyÈ
nonzero element is contained only in a finite number of maximal ideals.
 .The next result shows that a Prufer domain satisfying property * has aÈ
particular separation property; we believe this fact may help in proving the
conjecture.
Consider the following property:
 .9 If P is a prime ideal and P n Q, there exists a finitely generated
ideal I such that P : I : Q.
 . w xA slightly different formulation of property 9 was introduced in 4 ; there
 .it is proved that R satisfies 9 for each pair of prime ideals P and Q, if
and only if every prime ideal P of R is a maximal ideal of the overring
P : P.
 .PROPOSITION 4.5. Let R be a Prufer domain satisfying property * . ThenÈ
 .R satisfies the separation property 9 .
Proof. Let P n Q and take x g Q _ P. We claim that I s P q Rx is
finitely generated from which we will get the conclusion. Since R satisfies
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 .* , it is enough to show that every localization of I at a maximal ideal M
containing I is principal. Now IR s PR q xR s xR where the lastM M M M
equality holds since P is a prime ideal.
We can now summarize the results obtained up to now in the following
theorem.
THEOREM 4.6. Let R be a Prufer domain satisfying one of the followingÈ
two conditions:
 .1 R is finite-dimensional for each maximal ideal M of R.M
 .  .2 R has property a .
 .Then the class semigroup S R of R is a Clifford semigroup if and only if
e¨ery nonzero element of R is contained only in a finite number of maximal
ideals.
Proof. The statement follows by applying Theorem 2.14, Corollary 3.4,
and Theorem 4.3.
Notice that if the conjecture were true, then we would have that for a
 .Prufer domain R, S R is a Clifford semigroup if and only if everyÈ
nonzero element of R is contained only in a finite number of maximal
ideals.
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